Finds the Total Number of Items in Two Groups by Counting All of Them

**Home Learning Challenges**

Collect two bowls. Put three bananas in one bowl and two apples in the other. How many pieces of fruit do you have altogether?

Go for a walk in the garden or park with someone from your family and take two containers with you. Collect five natural objects in your container and ask your family member to collect five different objects. How many objects did you find altogether?

Hold up four fingers on one hand and three on the other. How many fingers are you holding up altogether?

Play shops with a friend. How many items do you have in your basket? How many does your friend have? How many altogether?

Build a tower using six blocks, now build another using four. Can you count how many blocks you have used in total?

Ask a grown-up to help you to draw a picture of the seaside. Draw three sea creatures in the water and two creatures on the sand. How many seaside creatures have you drawn altogether?